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on Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington 
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Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991.

Please complete this form to make a further submission on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (PNRP). All sections of this form need to be completed for the submission to be 
accepted.

A further submission may only be made by a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest, or a person that has an interest in the PNRP greater than the interest that the 
general public has, or the Wellington Regional Council itself. A further submission must be limited to a matter in support of, or in opposition to, a submission made on the PNRP.

For information on making a further submission see the Ministry for the Environment website: www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/everyday-guide-rma-making-submission-about-
proposed-plan-or-plan-change

Return your signed further submission to the Wellington Regional Council by post or email by 5pm Tuesday 29 March 2016 to:

regionalplan@gw.govt.nz
info@gw.govt.nz
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FORM 6: FURTHER SUBMISSION FORM

This is a further submission in support of, or opposition to, a submission on the PNRP.

A. DETAILS OF FURTHER SUBMITTER

Graeme Ebbett
Chairman
Titahi Bay Residents Assn Inc
37 Terrace Rd, Titahi Bay, Porirua 5022.
Ph 236 8574, Mob 021 499 736
tbra@clear.net.nz

.
Only certain people may make further submissions

Please tick the option that applies to you:

√ I am a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest; or 

√ I am a person who has an interest in the PNRP that is greater than the interest the general public has. 

Specify below the grounds for saying that you are within the category you have ticked.
TBRA is a community organisation representing the interests of a large number of submitters and with an established public mandate.
TBRA is party to the Environment Court Orders which have established the existing rules subject to this review.

Signature: Date: 29 March 2016

B. APPEARANCE AT HEARING

I do wish to be heard in support of my further submission; and, 

I would be prepared to consider presenting this further submission in a joint case with others making a similar further submission at any hearing. 

Please enter further submission points in the table on the following pages

C. FURTHER SUBMISSION POINTS

Please complete the following table with details of which original submission points you support and/or oppose, and why, adding further rows as necessary.



Details of the
submission you are
commenting on

Original
submission
number

Position

Whether you
support or
oppose the
submission.

Part(s) of the submission
you support or oppose

Indicate which parts of
the original submission
(which submission points)
you support or oppose,
together with any
relevant PNRP provisions.

Reasons

Why you support
or oppose each
submission point.

Relief sought

The part or whole of
each submission point
you wish to be allowed
or disallowed.

Porirua City Council 
PO Box 50-218 
16 Cobham Court 
Porirua, 5240  

Harriet Shelton 

S163 Oppose in part
Support in part

Support all of submission point
R190

The use of motor vehicles to 
launch and retrieve is not 
specifically stated.

Condition (a) is confusing. If 
there is no boat ramp at the 
locality, does that mean boat 
launching (without a ramp) is 
still permitted?

With regards to (b), this will be 
very difficult to interpret, 
monitor and enforce. What 
exactly is meant by "exposed" 
fossil forest and what criteria 
will be used to determine the 
difference between this and 
driftwood?
Is it exposed if under water?
What if it becomes "exposed" 
during the process of 
launching or retrieving?

Provide clarification to address 
the concerns raised in the 
comments.

"known to become exposed" 
was wording originally proposed 
by us in previous E Court 
action.  That allowed a specific 
detailed map to be used.

Oppose in part
R199

Retention of the existing 
prohibited area boundary as 
defined in the Operative 
Coastal Plan is not practical 
and has proven impossible to 
enforce.

The stream on the beach at the 
existing Bay Drive entrance 
forms a natural barrier to 
vehicles. For the purpose of a 
practical method of monitoring 
and enforcing an existing 
centre-beach vehicle prohibited 
area, the northern boundary 
needs to be moved to there.

Shift the northern boundary of 
a centre-beach vehicle 
prohibited area to the stream at 
the existing Bay Drive 
entrance.

Oppose comments on Titahi 
Bay beach accompanying the 
submission.

We oppose the status quo 
vehicle prohibited area sought 
and the basis of the proposed 
"collaborative management 
regime". 
Also the questions raised over 
the status of the fossil forest.

The PCC submission is 
uninformed and irresponsible.

PCC is the lessor of boat sheds 
on the beach which require 
tractors on the beach for 
launching boats yet has created 
an invisible demarcation line at 
MHWS with no rules above the 
line and refused to accept 
responsibility for the adverse 
effects below the line.
This is despite its city boundary 
being shifted to MLWS in 1995 
specifically for a bylaw to 
manage vehicles on the whole 
beach.

Its actions have made the 
GWRC rules below the line 
unenforceable.

If PCC is now giving weight to 
perceived community polarised 
views and questioning the 
status of the fossilised forest, 
then it is in breach of its 1999 
agreements with GWRC and 
TBRA where Environment Court 
Orders (by consent) 
acknowledged the significance 
of the FF and that the agreed 
rules were "the first step 
agreed ... in a longer term 
approach to minimising driving 
and parking vehicles on the 
beach (apart from exceptions to 
the rules)".  And that "The 
Respondent will review the 
situation .... within 5 years of 
the plan becoming operative, to 
see if any further steps are 
warranted". This did not occur 
and is only now happening after 
16 years.

So for PCC, there is no going 
back, nor simply maintaining the 
status quo. Since the three 
Court Orders of 1999/2000, 
further steps are necessary 
because of, among other 
things, the obvious failure of a 
workable management plan, 
integrated cross-boundary with 
GWRC, to monitor and enforce 
the rules.

Court Order copies attached 
FYI.

Give no weight to the PCC 
submission 

Support R105

A rule must be clear and 
certain, and be capable of 
consistent interpretation and 
implementation by people 
without reference to council 
officers.

Review the rule against the 
tests for permitted activities 
and amend to provide more 
certainty.
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If you require more space for additional comments, please insert new rows as needed










































































